
Historical Centre

History

Parque das Amendoeiras (Almond Tree Park)
The ideal place for a family stroll, the Parque das Amendoeiras (Almond 
Tree Park), located in the north area of the village, near the Avenida da 
Liberdade, brings the countryside to the urban centre and tells the 
beautiful tale of the Legend of the Almond Trees. The park is accessible 
and is equipped with leisure areas, sports equipment, intergenerational 
games and playground areas for children.  

 São Brás de Alportel's  “Calçadinha”

Thousands of years of history are embedded by the different civilizations 
that once occupied this territory.  With a human occupation that dates 
back to the Paleolithic era, the municipality of São Brás de Alportel guards 
a valuable historical and archaeological heritage, with an important 
Roman and Islamic legacy, testimony of this is are the archaeological 
findings and the names of different places.  

This museological space represents a mandatory passage point to the 
understanding of the Algarve's history and ethnography.  Established in 
1986, it's located in a 19th century palace like building, where the 
decorations of a late Romantic period are constant.  This building used to 
be the property of Miguel Andrade, an industrial cork dealer, and was 
witness to São Brás de Alportel's economic expansion at the time, when 
the municipality became one of the country's most important cork 
centres.

It was, after 1673, with the construction of the Hermitage of São 
Sebastião, that the Square gained its name. At the end of the nineteenth 
century, the village had grown.  Largo de São Sebastião was already a 
narrow place with the temple and surrounded by a dense urban mesh 
made up of innumerous alleys.  

For that reason, in 1892, the church was demolished (to be rebuilt to the 
west) and the prosperous village gained a spacious place and preserved 
its name.

Later in 1950, this space suffered yet another evolution and increased in 
space with the demolishing of the existing block located between Largo 
São Sebastião and Rua João Rosa Beatriz. In 1957, the São Brás 
community built a monument in honour of the poet Bernardo Passos.  
Sixty years later, a new requalification project gave the Largo a new life, 
right in the heart of the village.  

Museu do Trajo (Algarve's Costume Museum)Largo São Sebastião

Discovering the Serra (Mountains) 

Nature Tradition

Fonte Férrea Park

In an area of 150 km2, between the valleys and the mountains, with a vast 
classified area, São Brás de Alportel maintains an important natural 
heritage which is connected not only to the beauty of the landscape, but 
to a geological richness, a natural environment diversity and to the 
geographical and climate characteristics, which gave it the name of the 
“land of good breezes”.

After passing the village of Alportel, follow north near the EN2 (heritage 
road) and you will find the beautiful Fonte Férrea Park, hidden in the heart 
of the Serra do Caldeirão.  This is the ideal place for a refreshing stop in 
real nature.  Pack a snack, take a walk, breath in the pure, fresh mountain 
air and don't forget to taste the chalybeate waters, renowned for 
centuries for their qualities.

With excellent accesses, the Park has equipment to aid the visitors and 
receives annually various events.  

It is the ideal spot to observe nature.  It has a very diversified wild fauna 
due to its proximity to the aquatic ecosystem of the Ribeira de Alportel.  
This is home to various bird species, such as, the jay, the blackbird and the 
collared dove.

Cultural Traditions

The Flowered Torch Procession is one of a kind in the country; it's a unique 
manifestation of the people's feelings.  Every Easter Sunday, the streets 
are covered with flowers and the torch is lifted high in honour of the 
resurrected Christ.

“He resurrected like he said! Alleluia, Alleluia, Alleluia!” These words 
echo throughout the flower covered streets. The village is embellished 
and the balconies ornamented with beautiful quilts.  Throughout the 
afternoon, the Parish Church's churchyard welcomes the sounds and 
flavours where one can enjoy folk music concerts and buy regional snacks 
and sweets.  Don't forget to try the typical São Brás de Alportel's soft 
almonds.

In the last weekend of July the Serra Fair opens its doors to the genuine 
Algarve.  For four days, the colours, the flavours and the know-how of the 
mountains comes together in a voyage through time in search of our 
roots, of tradition made stories, legends and habits which are masterfully 
sculpted in stone, weaved in the weaver's loom, painted in canvas, sang in 
a chant and danced with soul.The crafts, gastronomy, arts, sounds, know-
how of the people of the South are present in this exhibit which excels for 
its quality, diversity and genuineness.  

Musical Traditions

The Charolas (traditional folk songs) and the accordion's harmony 
continue to enchant generations and are still very alive in the musical 
traditions of this land. Many musical groups try to preserve the 
municipality's musical traditions, suca as: Grupo de Acordeonistas de 
S. Brás de Alportel, Rancho Típico Sambrasense, Grupo Etnográfico, 
Veredas da Memória and Cante Andarilho.  With traditions that are lost in 
time, the tradition of singing the “Charolas” is very alive in the people of 
São Brás de Alportel.  On New Year's Eve and Twelfth Night to the sound of 
the accordion, of the triangles and the castanets, they sing to the new 
born Christ.  

The art of traditional craft making was passed down generation to 
generation and lasted through time.  

Today very few are those who know these ancient ways, but we can still 
enjoy some of these true popular cultural treasures such as works in rush 
(Sítio do Desbarato), the artisan production of tiles, roof-tiles and typical 
bricks (Vale das Mealhas and Bengado), straw chairs in Alportel, palm 
brooms, mats and baskets, the esparto works in São Romão, the wooden 
toys and laces and rag works in the Village.

I Charolas Concert> January 6th (Twelfth Night)
I São Brás Fair> February 2nd 
I São Brás Carnaval> Carnaval Tuesday
I Flowered Torch Festivites> Easter Sunday
I Historical Recreation > Last weekend of May
I Municipality Day> June 1st 
I Popular Saints Festivals > June
I Serra Fair> Last weekend in July 
I Folklore Festival > Summer
I August Flavours> Cultural Animation Program> August 
I Motorcycle Reunion> First weekend in August
I Calçadas > August 14th 
I September Fair and Festival> First Sunday in September
I Juvenile Accordion Players Festival> Last Sunday in November

Arts and Crafts

Annual Events Calendar

Directions:
Localization map of the Algarve
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In the Heart of the  

East Algarve

Feels Good to Live...

SÃO BRÁS DE ALPORTEL

Guida

Book

Parque da Fonte FérreaParque da Fonte FérreaParque da Fonte Férrea Lagoa da MentaLagoa da MentaLagoa da MentaIgreja MatrizIgreja MatrizIgreja Matriz Fonte Nova e LavadouroFonte Nova e LavadouroFonte Nova e Lavadouro

“Calçadinha”de São Brás de Alportel“Calçadinha”de São Brás de Alportel“Calçadinha”de São Brás de Alportel

Miradouro da ArroteiaMiradouro da ArroteiaMiradouro da Arroteia Geoponto - FunchaisGeoponto - FunchaisGeoponto - FunchaisMuseu do Tajo  Algarve's Costume Museum)Museu do Tajo  Algarve's Costume Museum)Museu do Tajo  Algarve's Costume Museum)Largo São SebastiãoLargo São SebastiãoLargo São Sebastião

The municipality's archaeological ex-libris, São Brás de Alportel's 
“Calçadinha”, whose origin dates back to Roman times, is an invitation to 
a stroll over the millenary stones of this ancient road.  Begin your stroll 
near the Municipal Library and set out to greet history.  Due to recent 
archaeological valorization works, there are currently two exposed 
branches of this road.  Branch A, with an extension of 100m and Branch B 
with an extension of 550m. 

Travel back in time, going through the archaeological itineraries, which 
will take you to places of pre-historic civilizations (Vale das Mealhas), 
Roman Civilizations (Vale da Corte) and Islamic Civilizations (Vale do 
Bengado). 

São Brás de Alportel's Town Hall
Address: Gago Coutinho, nº 1 
Telephone: 289 840 000 / Fax. 289 842 455 / 
Url:www.cm-sbras.pt
E-Mail: camara@cm-sbras.pt / turismo@cm-
sbras.pt / gidi@cm-sbras.pt
Site: www.cm-sbras.pt

The monument is a tribute to the 1st South Atlantic Aerial Crossing and 
was inaugurated during the 95th anniversary of the departure of pilot 
Sacadura Cabral and navigator Gago Coutinho (who has family roots in 
São Brás de Alportel).  The voyage began on the 30th of March of 1922 
and ended on the 17th of June of the same year with the arrival in Rio de 
Janeiro, Brazil.   

A noble work of art, which respects the real dimensions of the original 
hydroplane, with a height of 3,7 meters and a wingspan of 14 meters, 
which dignifies the history of São Brás de Alportel and of Portugal, 
immortalizing a historical achievement of two national heroes, Gago 
Coutinho and Sacadura Cabral, with the 1st South Atlantic Aerial Crossing.     

This work of art, created by Carlos de Oliveira Correia, is installed in the 
Municipal Covered Pool's garden located in Rua Dr. Alberto Sousa, where 
it is also possible to enjoy some water activities, sauna and Turkish bath.  

Replica of the hydroplane “Santa Cruz”

On the hill tops the old wind mills are a constant presence. Recently 
restored, the Moinho do Bengado awaits a visit in order to reminisce 
about a time when its sails gave the people their daily bread.

A Mediterranean type steady mill, built in stone with a cylindrical form 
and an area of 42,50m2, the Moinho do Bengado represents a halter mill, 
the most ancient rope traction system ith boundaries used for the 
rotation of the roof in search of the best quadrant.

Moinho do Bengado (Bengado's Mill)

Located in the heart of the typical village of Alportel, this museological 
nucleus constitutes a mandatory stopping point in the search of the 
municipality's  mountain  people  of  the Serra do Caldeirão's  ancient 
history and traditional values.  Of great importance for the cork industry, 
this village itself deserves a lengthy visit.  In the Alportel Valley, stroll 
through the pedestrian paths, stop for a rest in the Alportel Park and don't 
forget to visit the monument in honour of Estanco Louro, in the birthplace 
of this municipality's notorious citizen.

Alportel's Museological Centre

Sprinkling the landscape, numerous rural heritage elements invite for a 
stroll through the countryside in search of hidden history in different 
places.  A valuable legacy of the past such as mills, fountains, wells, 
norias, and watermills.  These are all live testimonies of the municipality's 
strong Arab heritage. Former meeting points and community centres are 
presently undergoing valorisation and are excellent spaces for social 
intercourse, leisure and contemplation of nature!

Moinho do BengadoMoinho do BengadoMoinho do Bengado

Capela de S. Sebastião (St. Sebastian's Chapel)

Capela de S. Romão (St. Roman's Chapel)

The primitive temple was established in 1673 by Bishop Dom Francisco 
Barreto II. In 1893, due to an urban reorganization of the village, it was 
substituted and another chapel of the same invocation was built a couple 
of metres to the west. The present chapel has rectangular nave and 
chancel and receives funeral cerimonies.

Located about 4 km west of São Brás de Alportel in São Romão, this 17th 
century chapel is presently an interesting exemplar of the rural religious 
architecture. A chapel with one rectangular nave with an also rectangular 
chancel, it displays a façade traced by wedges, socles, cyma and trimmed 
pediment.

It was here in the end of the 19th century that Estácio da Veiga found two 
funerary monuments that are part of the archaeological estate of the 
municipality of São Brás de Alportel Presently they are exhibited in the 
Museu Nacional de Arqueologia (National Archaeology Museum)

Capela de S. RomãoCapela de S. RomãoCapela de S. Romão

Parish Church

Episcopal Palace

Fonte Nova and Lavadouro (New Fountain and Wash House)

The first references to this ex-libris of the municipality's heritage dates all 
the way back to 1518.  Ever since then, it has been renovated numerous 
times. When visiting this temple, do not forget to observe the noble entry 
portal.  Inside, visit the baptistery, where it is possible to find, the only 
neo-classic style marble alter piece in the region. 

This building dates back to the end of the 16th century, and is the former 
summer residence of the Algarve Bishops.  It was once the municipality's 
first elementary school, and is today the Centro de Artes e Ofícios (Centre 
for the Arts and Crafts).

Dating back to 1945, the Lavadouro (Wash House) and the Fonte Nova 
(New Fountain), also known as the Fonte dos Amores (Lovers Fountain), 
have a wash house with 20 tanks, an impressive work of the hydraulic 
heritage which invites you to listen to the gentle murmur of the water 
where echoes of the past are still heard.

“Jardim da Verbena”  (Verbena's Garden)
From the primitive baroque construction remains a garden and an eight 
spout fountain, covered with a beautiful dome.  

The palace's former garden is today a public area with an enormous 
meaning in the municipality's recent history.  It has many levels and an 
area for leisure with the municipal pools and a bandstand.

 Paço da Paixão (Passion Palace)

Largo da Praça (Market's Square)

Adjoining the Episcopal Palace, the Paço da Paixão displays an 18th 
century pediment whose work in clay is characteristic of the baroque era 
with great expression in the Algarve.

This square represented a fundamental role in the village's life. The 
notable building of neo-Arabic style, introduced in this square was 
constructed in the end of the 19th century.  

The historical centre is the privileged starting point to discover São Brás 
de Alportel. The entrance to the main church provides a beautiful 
panoramic view, from the mountains all the way to the sea, and in its 
surroundings some of the most valuable jewels of the municipality's 
heritage can be found. In the heart of the village, take in the City Council 
building, the beautiful brick coloured house that became the Orphan's 
House and the birthplace of the notable citizen of São Brás, Roberto 
Nobre, the former Episcopal Palace, the Dr. Estanco Louro Municipal 
Library and the Fonte Nova (New Fountain).

Edified heritage

Archaelogical Heritage 

Cork Land

Cork Trail

Don’t miss the stroll through the Serra do Caldeirão.  Start in São Brás de 
Alportel and head north, through the EM 1202, visit the picturesque 
places of Cova da Muda, Javali and Parises.  Stop for a rest in the Parque da 
Serra and continue in the search for a genuine and hidden Algarve, taste 
the flavours of the mountain gastronomy and breathe in Nature. In the 
municipality’s northern limit, discover Cabeça-do-Velho, Cerro da Ursa 
and Monte dos Capitães.

From the ancient Serra de Mú, that Spring paints in a thousand colours, 
comes the best cork in the world.  History has it that people of São Brás de 
Alportel and Silves were pioneers in commercializing and transforming 
this marvellous fruit of nature. The cork industry, whose expansion was 
conclusive in the foundation of the municipality in the early 20th century, 
is still today the most representative and emblematic in the municipality.

A theme trail created around one of the most prodigal goods of nature, 
the cork.  This trail takes the visitor to the heart of the Algarve, the interior 
of the Serra do Caldeirão, to see the many cork tree plantations and 
where cork is extracted.  The trail includes visits to the cork industry as 
well as to the Reception and Interpretation Centre in the Museu do Trajo 
do Algarve, and to various demonstrations of local products.

Places to catch sight of

Geopoints
The colour and the shape of the rocks reveal how our planet was made.  
Some even say that the ocean used to be where the beautiful belvederes 
now stand. São Brás de Alportel offers a wide variety of rich landscapes, in 
between valleys and mountain tops, with limestone, greywacke and 
schist grounds. These Geopoints are places of interpretation of the 
geomorphologic richness and explain the evolution of this territory from 
millions of years. ago.  The secular knowledge of the São Brás' stone 
quarrymen is worth an attentive visit.  With excellent access, the 
Funchais Geopoint also offers a unique panoramic view over the village.  

The mountain aromas perfume the landscape, where the mountains kiss 
the sea in intense shades of green. A place to not to miss where you can 
breathe the good mountain air and take a little rest. This new snack park is 
located on the EM. 1202, just north of Sitio da Cova da Muda. 

In between the mountains and the sea, at an altitude of 368 meters, this 
observation point has one of the most beautiful and unique views of the 
interior of the Algarve.  You can enjoy a horizon of mountains, valleys and 
sea, full of indescribable colour and beauty.  To get there catch the EN2 
just north of the village.  

In one of the towns just north of the municipality, take in the mountain 
landscape drizzled with streams and with the sea as the horizon.  This 
space has a picnic park, bar and a place to park motorhomes.  

Alto da Arroteia Observation Point 

A couple of kms north of São Brás de Alportel, situated at an altitude of 
330m, the Castanhas’ Belvedere contemplates the villages and peeks at 
the sea.  This space provides moments of sociability and leisure in contact 
with nature and is the ideal resting spot during a healthy hike through the 
Alportel Valley.

Castanhas Observation Point 

Alto da Ameixeira Observation Point 

Cabeça do Velho Observation Point

Rural Heritage

Capela de Alportel (Alportel's Chapel)
Although the ancient origins of the toponym Alportel; whose Latin term - 
Portellus (narrow passage)  was arabized, the chapel was recently 
established in the late 19th century, early 20th century.  It has one 
rectangular nave along with an also rectangular chancel and displays a 
façade characterized by its great sobriety enhancing the framed bays and 
the triangular pediment.

Municipal Tourism Office
Centro de Artes e Ofícios (Centro Histórico)
Address: Dr. Victorino Passos Pinto, nº 1 e 3
Telephone: 289 840 210 / 289 840 000
E-mail: turismo@cm-sbras.pt

Archaelogy Office  
Telephone: 289 840 000 / Fax. 289 842 455 / 
E-Mail: arqueologia@cm-sbras.pt 
Guided tours to the , to the “Calçadinha de S. Brás”
Historical Centre and to the .Moinho do Bengado

Dr. Estanco Louro Municipal Library
Address: Victorino Passos Pinto
Schedule: Tuesday to Friday | 10h00 > 13h00; 14h30 > 
18h30; Saturday: 15h00 > 18h00; 
Monday | 14h30 > 18h30
Telephone: 289 840 360 / Fax. 289 840 369 / 
E-Mail: biblioteca@biblioteca.cm-sbras.pt

Community Aid Centre
The Local Immigrant Aid Integration Centre is also 
located in this centre
Address: Serpa Pinto, n.º 29
Telephone: 289 840 020 / Fax. 289 842 455 / 
E-Mail: cac@cm-sbras.pt 

Museological Centre of Alportel
Address: Sítio de Alportel
Schedule: Tuesday to Sunday
14h00>17h00 ( ) Winter Schedule
14h00>18h00 (Summer Schedule)
Visits outside the schedule times require 
appointment, call the following numbers: 289 843 711 
/ 962 471 272
Telephone: 289 840 000 / Fax. 289 842 455 / 
E-Mail: centro.alportel@cm-sbras.pt 

São Brás Cine-Theatre 
Address: Av. da Liberdade
Telephone: 289 840 000 / 289 840 211 
Fax. 289 842 455 / E-Mail: cine-teatro@cm-sbras.pt 

Municipal Gallery 
Address: Av. da Liberdade
Schedule: 09h30>13h00/ 14h00>17h30
Encerra à 2ª feira, sábado à tarde e Domingo
Telephone: 289 840 000 / 289 840 211  
Fax. 289 842 455 / E-Mail: galeria.municipal@cm-
sbras.pt

Mill  Bengado
Scheduled visits only.
Telephone: 289 840 005 / Fax. 289 842 455 / 
E-Mail: turismo@cm-sbras.pt / gav@cm-sbras.pt 

Algarve's Costume Museum
Address: Rua José Dias Sancho, n.º 61 
Schedule: Monday to Friday |10h00 > 13h00; 14h00> 
17h00
Saturday, Sunday and Holidays | 14h00 > 17h00
Telephone: 289 840 100 / Mail: info@museu-
sbras.com
Url: http://www.museu-sbras.com/

Dr. José de Sousa Pires Municipal Sports Pavillion
Address: Campina
Schedule:  Monday to Friday:  08h30 > 23h00 / 
Office Schedule:  Monday to Friday: 09h00 > 12h30 / 
14h00 > 17h30
Telephone: 289 840 200/ E-Mail: pavilhao@cm-
sbras.pt

Municipal Outdoor Pools
Address: Rua do Matadouro 
Open from June to september
Telephone: 289 841 243

Municipal Covered Pools
Address: Dr. Alberto Sousa | Tel. 289 840 070
Open from: De september a july

São Brás de Alportel's Tourism Office 
Address: Largo S. Sebastião 
Telephone: 289 843 165 / 
E-Mail: turismo.saobras@rtalgarve.pt

Bus Transportation
Telephone: 289 842 286

Taxi Rank
Telephone: 289 842 611

Fire Department
Telephone: 289 842 606

São Brás de Alportel Health Centre
Telephone: 289 840 440

Republican National Guard
Telephone: 289 840 800

Useful Information:

Serra FairSerra FairSerra Fair
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Right in the heart of the eastern Algarve, the 
municipality of São Brás de Alportel is an open door 
to the mountains and a window overlooking the 
ocean, curiously peeking in between hills… a cheerful 
land, waiting for us with a smile, it has the 
enchantment of serene afternoons, of the 
revigorating mountain air and of the wild flowers 
blooming throughout the valleys.
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São Brás de Alportel
is the ideal place to 
intensely live the 
adventure that is Nature! 

Município

S.Brás de

Alportel

Aventura
de

Natureza

The sweets from São Brás preserve the best of the regional sweets with 
honey, carob, arbutus berry, fig and almond, and still maintaining the 
traditional stuffed figs, and the traditional “pirolitos” candies and the 
typical tender sugared almonds of São Brás.  

A set of suggestions essential to the art of hospitality!

Experience the best of the desserts of São Brás de Alportel at 
www.cm-sbras.pt

in the heart of the East Algarve, between the valleys and the mountains, 
the lands of Alportel preserve a rich and tasty gastronomy.  Here the 
flavours of a tasty and healthy Mediterranean cuisine prevail: the 
“gazpacho”, the “bread soup” of chickpea with chicken, lamb with peas, 
wild rabbit seasoned with wine, the soups.

Discover the seasoning of the tradition in the local restaurants, available 
in the municipality's website  www.cm-sbras.pt

Discover over 2 dozens of Local Accommodations 
in www.cm-sbras.pt AL

Alojamento Local

Gastronomy Demonstration

Municipal Market

At the Municipal Market we always have the best for you.

Take with you the flavours of the Serra: the 
delicious honey, the carob liquor, the arbutus 
brandy and the delicious sausages, whose flavours 
are enhanced in the smoke houses, a true temptation to one's senses.   

Don't forget to visit our local products store and take with you the Flavour 
of Tradition.

For more information go to the Municipal Market located at Rua 
Boaventura Passos, telephone number 289 840 014.  

On the last Saturday of every month, the market welcomes a live cooking 
demonstration, with the special participation of chefs who bring their own 
recipes and fill the market with delicious aromas.  

A new complementary space that enriches the 
Centre for Arts and Crafts with a demonstration 
of local crafts and typical products from the Serra 
do Caldeirão.

Bem Bom

Vinha das Almargens

Tel: 289 841 566

Quinta dos Tesouros

Sítio do Tesoureiro

Telm.: 968 050 554

PP 1 > Paths and Crossroads to the Fonte [9km]

Pedestrian trail through old valley roads, located in the Mesquita and 
Bengado.

PP 2 > In between Vale Fontes and Memories of Serra do Caldeirão [20Km]

Pedestrian trail divide3 different optional paths, located in the mountainous 
area of the municipality, through Parises and Cabeça do Velho.  

PP 3 > Barranco das Lages [7Km]

Picturesque pedestrian trail located in the northern border of the 
municipality.  Starts at the Cerro da Ursa. 

Strolls through the Vale de Alportel 
Stroll in the Valley…through paths of mule drivers [28,3km]

Pedestrian trail divided into 3 paths:  Alcaria, Várzea da Cova and Ribeira do 
Alportel, all located in the beautiful Vale de Alportel.  This path is made up 
of roads with distinct characteristics and surprising trails.  

Stroll to the West… in the Soalheira's dusk [9km]

Pedestrian trail which contemplates the beautiful view over the mountains 
and sea.  Starting off at the São Romão Chapel, it is possible to see the 
windmill place, cork and Holm oaks which beautify the path all the way to 
the Alto da Arroteia, where the sea peeks in between the hills.  

On the way to school ( Peral) [3,7km]

A trail where the charming landscapes of the beautiful  olive orchards, 
vegetable gardens, rocks dating back to the Jurassic period and the 
gorgeous water lines that culminate in the old Peral Elementary School 
which in 2008 became the Centre for Interpretation and Environmental 
Education, the “Quinta do Peral”.

Início de Percurso

Biodiversity Station [2km]
Just north of the town of Alportel, at the beginning of the beautiful 
mountainous landscape it is possible to find this trail that connects Vale 
Estaca to Fonte da Tareja, also very closely connected to the path of the 
Alportel stream.  Here is the natural habitat to more than 80 different bird 
species, 46 species of day butterflies and 28 species of dragonflies.  

Ornithological Guide
Stroll through Javali, among cork oaks, orchards and streams where there 
are 6 plaques alluding to birds common in this habitat.  Visit also bird 
observation points in Bispo, Fonte Férrea and Farrobo, alwalys along the EN 
e Bishop, Iron Fountain and Farrobo, always by the EN 2. 

Geological Guide  
This route is based on the secular installation of traditional clay workplaces, 
the sheds, whose remains can be found from the mountains all the way to 
the Vale Bengado. 

WHERE TO TASTE  Sweets

WHERE TO SLEEP H Accommodation

WHERE TO HAVE NEW EXPERIENCES

PEDESTRIAN TRAILS

Casa do Artesão

CRAFTS

WHERE TO SHOP WHERE TO EAT Gastronomy

BTT TRAILS/DOWNHILL

The BTT trails in São Brás de Alportel provide an extreme 
contact with nature and successive ups and downs of 
strong emotions! 

Be surprised by the one of a kind landscapes, by the local 
fauna and flora and many other surprises which the trails 
that run through the Serra do Caldeirão offer.

In these itineraries you can combine fun, adventure and the 
adrenaline of extreme sensations and find beautiful paths, 
where some skill is required, but always accessible to 
everyone, both beginners and experienced athletes.

Get the trails on the municipality’s website www.cm-
sbras.pt

Quinta do Peral – Centro de Interpretação e 
Educação e Ambiental 

In this farm which houses some country animals, 
it is also possible to go for a donkey ride, play 
traditional games, and have themed parties, 
various workshops, and much, much more! 

It is also possible to make reservations for guided 
tours to the Moinho do Bengado and Azenha da 
Mesquita. 

Tel.: 289 845 420/quintadoperal@cm-sbras.pt

Associação de Parapente Algarve (Algarve 
Paragliding Association)

Accept this challenge, only for the most fearless.

Tel. 91 97 50068 / www.apalgarve.com 

Avalanche - Rent a Bike 

The ideal partner to enjoy the municipality on 
two wheels.  Here you can rent bikes and enjoy 
all the Adventure of Nature.  

Tel.: 966 436 534 

Santa Maria Equestrian Centre 

We suggest these unforgettable horse rides to 
explore the municipality…    

Tel.: 289 997 118 / santamariasba@hotmail.com

Monte dos Marafados

Climbing, rope maneuvers, traditional games, 
treasure hunting, archery and 3D hunting, 
paintball and much more ...

Tel.: 964 397 459 

Passada D'Jerico

Nature donkey rides or donkey pulled wagon 
rides, bird watching, fauna and flora, sessions of 
asinotherapy and crafts.

Tel: 969 196 514 /passadadjerico@gmail.com

Cork Trail

Get to know the history, the uses, the 
transformation and evolution of one of nature’s 
most noble raw materials: cork.

Contact local operators: Algarve Rotas - 
965561166  /turismo@algarverotas.com; Nova 
Cortiça - 289840150 / turismo@novacortica.pt

Serra Algarvia – Nature Workshops

Try being a Shepherd for a day, make bread, pick 
arbutus berries, take walks in the mountains or 
get to know the mysterious world of honey…  

Tel.: 966 716 143 /serra.algarvia@gmail.com

STAND UP PADDLE IN THE MOUNTAINS

An adventure challenge, in full nature!   

Tel: 968 736 604 / www.algarvesup.com

Zona Extra

Live intensely your free time with paintball in 
Campo Aventura.  

Tel.: 916 462 473


